In [1], Baumann et al. presented a new formalism for studying cosmological systems where the characteristic scale of non-linearities, k −1 NL , is much smaller than the Hubble scale H −1 . By integrating out the short-wavelength modes, it is possible to obtain an effective theory of long-wavelength perturbations that is described by an imperfect fluid evolving in an FRW background. As the long-wavelength perturbations remain small even when the short-scale dynamics are non-linear, the tools of linear perturbation theory may be applied. The work in [1] deals only with matter in the form of a pressureless perfect fluid with zero anisotropic stress, and also assumes that the short-scale gravitational dynamics are Newtonian. In this work we extend this formalism to the case of a perfect fluid with pressure, and in particular to the case of preheating after inflation, where the matter content of the universe can be modeled by two coupled scalar fields. We discard the assumption that the short-scale gravitational dynamics are Newtonian. We find that our results differ from Baumann et al.'s even when the pressure is set to zero, which suggests that relaxing their assumptions creates appreciable changes in the long-wavelength effective theory. We derive equations of motion for the total density perturbation and matter velocities during preheating, as well as linearized Einstein equations for the long-wavelength metric perturbations. We also present the equations governing the effective long-wavelength scalar field dynamics.
Introduction
preheating remain small even when the underlying dynamics have become non-linear, we can then apply perturbation theory techniques. The coefficients of the effective theory can either be obtained by matching to the results of numerical simulations, or left as free parameters to be matched to measurements from experiment.
Baumann et al. considered a universe filled with cold dark matter, modeled as a pressureless perfect fluid. In this paper we consider a universe where the matter content is a perfect fluid with pressure: in particular, we consider matter in the form of two coupled scalar fields. We also make fewer assumptions than Baumann et al. For example, we discard their assumption that the short-scale gravitational dynamics are Newtonian. We obtain somewhat different results from those given in [1] , even when we set the pressure to zero in our equations, suggesting that relaxing the underlying assumptions on the short-scale gravitational dynamics significantly affects the long-wavelength perturbations. We hope that our approach will thus be applicable in more general scenarios than a ΛCDM universe.
One particular example where our work applies is the period of preheating following inflation. Inflation ends when the slow-roll conditions are violated, and the inflaton φ begins to oscillate around its ground state. As the inflaton field is coupled to the standard model (SM) matter fields, these oscillations cause the energy stored in φ to be transferred to the SM fields. This process is known as reheating [3] .
Reheating was originally analyzed using perturbative quantum field theory, until it was realized that the coherent nature of the inflaton field at the end of inflation renders this picture inaccurate. The excitation of SM fields during reheating was then reformulated as a semi-classical problem, in which the quantum mechanical production of SM matter particles takes place in the classical background of the inflaton field. The most common toy model used to describe this situation couples a scalar matter field χ to the inflaton field φ. In this model of reheating the χ field is excited via parametric resonance, and the inflaton decays rapidly as a result, so that the dynamics quickly become non-linear. In this regime the standard tools of linearized cosmological perturbation theory no longer apply, so most studies of reheating have relied on numerical simulations [4] . In particular, the occupation numbers of χ and φ are found to be large in the non-linear domain, so that they may be treated as classical fields and studied using lattice simulations. This period of rapid energy transfer from φ to χ is known as preheating. It results in a highly non-thermal distribution of matter fields that then thermalizes to give the initial conditions for a hot big bang. Although computer simulations are useful for providing visual representations of preheating dynamics, it would be desirable to have an analytical description of the non-linear dynamics. In addition to allowing us to make explicit calculations, it could also offer a greater understanding of the scalar field interactions. As preheating is a highly inhomogeneous process, the density contrast δ ≡ ρ/ρ−1 for both φ and χ soon exceeds 1, so that conventional cosmological perturbation theory (in which we expand in δ, matter velocity v, and metric perturbations Φ) cannot be applied. However, numerical studies have shown that there is a large hierarchy between the non-linear scale and the Hubble scale during preheating, with k −1 NL ∼ 0.01H −1 [4] . Moreover, the metric and velocity perturbations remain small, even while the inhomogeneous parts of φ and χ grow large [5] . Thus it seems that the period of preheating provides a suitable test case for setting up an effective theory of long-wavelength perturbations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the rules for expanding the equations of motion in our formalism. In Section 3 we give the basic equations that govern the scalar field and metric dynamics during preheating. In Section 4 we derive the effective theory of the long-wavelength modes, and in Section 5 we give the evolution equations for the long-wavelength theory. We conclude in Section 6.
Cosmological Perturbation Theory: A Velocity Expansion
In cosmological perturbation theory, we usually expand to linear order in the density perturbation δρ, matter velocity v, and metric perturbations Φ, so that linear perturbation theory is no longer valid when the density contrast δ > 1. In our work, we follow the alternative approach outlined in [1] , where we expand up to order v 2 in velocity and metric perturbations, and we do not expand in δρ.
In perturbation theory, we find that v is related to the Newtonian potential Φ and the density contrast δ by
In the non-linear regime, when δ ∼ 1, we therefore find that v 2 ∼ Φ.
On small scales, gradients of the gravitational potential can change the powercounting of standard perturbation theory, as the short-wavelength modes have large momenta k. The net result is that, at the non-linear scale, each gradient of Φ reduces the order in v by one. Therefore, when we carry out an expansion to order v 2 , we expand to linear order in Φ and second order in ∇Φ.
Simulations of the scalar fields during preheating have shown that the metric fluctuations and the gradient energies of the fields remain small, even when the fields themselves (and their kinetic energies) grow large [5] . Therefore, it is valid to apply this expansion when studying preheating dynamics.
Preheating: The Basic Equations
We will consider one of the simplest models of preheating, in which a massive inflaton field φ with inflaton potential V 1 = 1 2 m 2 φ 2 couples to a massless scalar field χ through
(Our approach can easily be extended to other models with different interaction potentials.) The full potential is therefore
At the end of inflation φ is a homogeneous field that approaches
where t is the cosmic time. The spacetime is described by a perturbed FRW metric
where η is the conformal time, we have ignored vector and tensor perturbations, and we use the Poisson gauge. In the case of zero anisotropic stress, we find that Ψ = Φ to first order. The basic equations that describe the dynamics during preheating are the KleinGordon (KG) equations for φ and χ, and the Einstein equations. The KG equations are:
where
The energy-momentum tensor of the scalar fields is given by
Furthermore, T µ ν obeys the conservation law
Finally, the Einstein equations are given by
In the rest of this section we expand the KG equations and the continuity equations to order v 2 in the metric perturbations and the matter velocities, but we do not expand in ρ or P . We find that the Einstein equations have a very similar form to those given in [1] , at least to leading order in long-wavelength perturbations. We therefore give these equations in Appendix B. In order to apply the expansion to the system of coupled scalar fields described above, we first consider the ways in which this system may be interpreted as a sum of perfect fluids.
The Scalar Field as a Perfect Fluid
It is possible to interpret a system of interacting scalar fields as a system of interacting fluids [7, 8, 9, 10] . We can therefore expand the equations of motion in terms of ρ and v, or in terms of φ and χ. This will give us two equivalent descriptions of the matter fields during preheating, and we can go back and forth between the two using the correspondence outlined below. It will be useful to consider both descriptions, as they offer different physical insights and different calculational advantages. The fluid description allows us to consider the energy density of the entire system using only one variable, ρ, and gives a simpler formulation of the equations of motion. The scalar field description allows us to consider the individual field perturbations directly. The energy momentum tensor of a perfect fluid with energy density ρ, pressure P , and zero anisotropic stress is given by
where u µ is the instantaneous 4-velocity of the fluid. The components of the 4-velocity are related to the matter velocity v by the equations
) with the form of T µ ν in Eq.(3.6), we see that the interacting scalar fields φ and χ can be treated as the sum of two "kinetic fluids" with energy density and pressure [8] 
and a single "potential fluid" with energy density and pressure ρ V := V (3.14)
The instantaneous 4-velocity of each kinetic fluid is is given by
and to order v 2 the matter velocity v is given by
The 4-velocity is not defined for the potential fluid.
The total energy-momentum tensor is given by the sum of the individual energymomentum tensors of these three fluids. The total veocity perturbation is given by
where ρ := ρ φ + ρ χ + ρ V and P := P φ + P χ + P V are the total energy density and total pressure respectively. The physical interpretation of the scalar field as a fluid is valid as long as u µ is timelike. In our case, we are assuming that v is small compared to δ, which is equivalent to assuming that the gradient energy of the scalar fields is small compared to their kinetic energy. Thus it is reasonable to assume that u µ remains timelike during preheating. The form of T µ ν shows that the anisotropic stress is zero. Therefore, we can set the metric perturbations Φ = Ψ to first order, and will do so for the rest of the paper.
The Energy-Momentum Conservation Equations
The components of the energy-momentum tensor calculated to order v 2 in terms of ρ, v are:
In terms of φ, χ, the components are:
In [1] , the equations of motion of the long-wavelength perturbations are derived using the Euler equations in the Newtonian approximation. We will take a different approach and use the full general-relativistic conservation equation (3.7). We can project this equation along u ν , or along the orthogonal direction:
To order v 2 , Eq.(3.25) is:
To order v 2 , the spatial components of Eq.(3.26) are:
The Einstein Equations
To write down the Einstein equations to order v 2 , we decompose the Einstein tensor where the energy-momentum pseudotensor τ µν is given by
The velocity expansion of the Einstein equations is given in Appendix B.1.
The Klein-Gordon Equations
Expanding the Klein-Gordon equations for φto order v 2 gives:
with an analogous equation holding for χ.
Integrating Out Short-Wavelength Modes
In this section we describe how to integrate out the short-wavelength modes to obtain a long-wavelength effective theory. Integrating out the short-wavelength modes amounts to averaging perturbations over a smoothing scale Λ −1 . Since we are interested in the theory at scales k −1 much larger than the non-linear scale k
NL . The smoothing of perturbations corresponds to a convolution of all fields X ≡ {ρ, Φ, ρv} with a window function W Λ . We define the long-wavelength mode X l of a field X to be
The short-wavelength mode X s of X is then defined by
We will assume W Λ to be Gaussian for convenience. We also assume that W Λ satisfies the following conditions:
If we smooth general bilinear and trilinear quantities using W Λ , we obtain the following results:
The explicit calculations used to derive Eq.(4.5-4.6) are given in Appendix A. The expressions are given up to higher derivative terms of order k 2 /Λ 2 , where k is a characteristic frequency of a long-wavelength mode. The higher derivative terms are therefore suppressed, as k << Λ. As mentioned in the Introduction, our expression for smoothed trilinear quantities differs from that given in [1] , due to the presence of extra terms that are absent in their formula. It is possible that the discrepancy is due to extra (unspecified) assumptions that have been imposed in their paper to allow these terms to be dropped.
The Long-Wavelength Effective Theory
We now use the equations from Section 3 and Section 4 to derive the long-wavelength effective theory of preheating dynamics. describes an imperfect fluid. Thus the effective theory we obtain after smoothing is an imperfect fluid with density perturbation δ l and velocity perturbation v l , evolving in a background FRW metric with scalar metric perturbations Φ l and Ψ l . As the scale of non-linearities is much smaller than the smoothing scale, these long-wavelength perturbations remain small even when the small-scale dynamics have become non-linear. Therefore, we may apply linear perturbation theory in the effective theory even when δ >> 1 at small scales.
To leading order in the long-wavelength perturbations, we may write the energymomentum pseudotensor as:
where θ = ∂ i u i , ζ is the bulk viscosity, and Σ µ ν is the anisotropic stress. The pseudotensor is given as a derivative expansion, with higher order terms being suppressed by (k/k N L )
2 . All of the quantities in (5.2) are quantities in the effective theory: for example, ρ := ρ eff =ρ eff + δρ eff . In order to avoid cluttering the notation, we will omit the "eff" subscript from relevant quantities, with the exception of Section 5.1 when we discuss the renormalization of background pressure, energy density, and anisotropic stress due to short-wavelength dynamics. Although we began with a system of coupled scalar fields that had zero anisotropic stress and zero viscosity, we will find that both anisotropic stress and viscosity are induced in the long-wavelength effective theory. We use the following ansatz for the anisotropic stress:
where η is the shear viscosity. To lowest order, the pressure perturbation δP is δP = c The anisotropic stress induced in the effective theory satisfies
To leading order in the long-wavelength perturbations, we have 1 ρ
The Effective Fluid
At super-Hubble scales, with k << H, the short-scale dynamics simply renormalize the background pressure, energy density, and anisotropic stress. We can determine the renormalization by evaluating [τ µν ] Λ as k → 0. The background energy density and pressure are given bȳ
The background anisotropic stress is zero.
Density and Velocity Perturbations
To find the equations governing the dynamics of the effective fluid, we smooth the equations (3.27-3.28). Smoothing the continuity equation gives:
From now on we will omit the "l" subscript from the variables to avoid cluttering the notation. Keeping only the terms linear in the perturbations δ l and v l , subtracting the homogeneous equation and dividing byρ giveṡ
To this order we can take w =Pρ . Similarly, smoothing Eq.(3.28) gives:
where w =Pρ as before and c 
Once again, our results differ from those given in [1] . We believe that the differences are due to extra simplifications that are made in [1] . For example, Baumann et al. assume that the Newtonian approximation holds at scales k −1 << Λ −1 . The Einstein equations for the long-wavelength metric perturbations are given in Appendix B.2.
Scalar Field Perturbations
Finally, we consider the long-wavelength scalar field perturbations by smoothing the Klein-Gordon equations. In order to simplify our calculations we will ignore the metric perturbations, which is a commonly used approximation when studying field dynamics during preheating [4, 5, 11, 12] . Separating the fields φ, χ into homogeneous partsφ,χ and perturbations δφ, δχ, and assuming thatχ = 0, we obtain the following equations for the perturbations:
Smoothing these equations and keeping only the terms linear in the long-wavelength perturbations gives:
We have obtained evolution equations for δφ l and δχ l in terms of the 2 and 3-point correlation functions of the short-wavelength field perturbations. It would be interesting to find even approximate analytical forms for the correlation functions, so that the equations could be solved explicitly.
Conclusion
We have studied field dynamics during preheating in an unusual way, by focusing our attention on long-wavelength perturbations and integrating out the short-wavelength modes. As might be expected, we see that the homogeneous part of the inflaton field plays an important part in the evolution of both the φ and χ fields, as do the correlation functions between the perturbations δφ and δχ. We have also adapted and extended the formalism in [1] so that it can be applied to a universe whose matter content has pressure, and where the short-scale gravitational dynamics are not Newtonian. In contrast to the work in [1] , the only restriction we placed on our model was that the matter content should be modeled as a perfect fluid. There are several obvious ways in which this work could be extended. Firstly, of course, it would be desirable to find analytic solutions of the equations of motion given in this paper, and to compare them with the results of lattice simulations of field dynamics during preheating. We have also given the linearized Einstein equations, which govern the evolution of large-scale scalar metric perturbations during preheating. Given that data collection is currently underway to find evidence distinguishing between various preheating models, it would be interesting to find ways of calculating observable non-Gaussianities in the power spectrum of the metric perturbations using this formalism. Also, we have only considered scalar metric perturbations in this work: the next step might be to consider the evolution of large-scale vector and tensor perturbations.
A Smoothing Bilinear and Trilinear Quantities
Here we explicitly outline the calculations that lead to Eq.(4.5-4.6). Smoothing a bilinear quantity f g gives the same result as in [1] , but we find a different expression for [f gh] Λ . Therefore we will follow the approach given in [1] to derive [f g] Λ , before outlining our calculation for [f gh] Λ and emphasizing the differences from the result in [1] .
Recall that we assumed the following useful properties for the Gaussian window function W Λ (|x − x ′ |):
To smooth f g, we take its convolution with the window function:
Splitting the fields f , g into long-wavelength modes f l , g l and short-wavelength modes f s , g s , we get:
Since f l and g l are assumed to be small perturbations, and are long-scale, we can expand them in a Taylor series about x: .6) and similarly for g l . This gives us
where the dots indicate higher derivative terms, suppressed by powers of
where the second term is given by (A.7). To simplify the first term, we again use the Taylor expansion of f l , giving us:
Interchanging f and g in the above expression gives us [f s g l ] Λ . Thus we find that
Smoothing a trilinear term f gh proceeds in the same way. We begin by splitting the fields f, g, h into long-wavelength modes f l , g l , h l and short-wavelength modes f s , g s , h s , giving:
Expanding f l , g l in Taylor series as before, we can smooth f l g l h:
We can also smooth f l gh:
where we have used (A.10). Substituting (A.13) and (A.12) into (A.11), we find
14)
The expression easily generalizes to smoothed polynomial quantities f 1 f 2 · · · f n of any order n.
Baumann et al. claim in [1] that smoothing the trilinear quantity ρv i v j gives: 
we believe that these terms should be present unless some additional assumptions or conditions are imposed. In our work, we will make no such additional assumptions.
B The Einstein Equations

B.1 Velocity Expansion of the Einstein Equations
As explained in Section 3.3, the energy-momentum pseudotensor τ µν is given by
We expand these equations to order v 2 . The expansion of T µν is given by Eq.(3.19-3.21). As explained in Section 2, the metric perturbation Φ is of order v 2 . However, each gradient ∇Φ lowers the order in v by one, so terms of the form Φ∇ 2 Φ are of order v 2 . We therefore work to first order in Φ, with the exception of such gradient terms. We end up with the equations
where the non-linear parts of the Einstein tensor are
to order v 2 . The homogeneous Einstein equations are
B.2 The Einstein Equations in the Long-Wavelength Effective Theory
The long-wavelength metric perturbations are given by the Einstein equations, sourced by the effective energy-momentum pseudotensor. To linear order in the long-wavelength perturbations, we have
where the components of τ µ ν are
Equations (B.16-B.18) differ slightly from those given in [1] , as we have different expressions for smoothed trilinear quantities. However, as the smoothed short-wavelength perturbations can be written as a derivative expansion of long-wavelength variables, we find that to leading order in the perturbation variables, the Einstein equations are the same.
C Smoothing the Momentum Conservation Equations
Here we show the explicit steps taken in smoothing the momentum conservation equation
which, when expanded to order v 2 , becomes:
We will omit all the higher derivative corrections suppressed by powers of k 2 /Λ 2 that arise. Smoothing the term ∂ i P is easy:
Next we smooth the term (ρ + P )∂ i Ψ: 5) using the Poisson equation, ∇ 2 Ψ s = 4πGa 2 ρ s . We then integrate by parts and use
Finally we smooth the remaining terms, integrating by parts and using the properties (A.1-A.3) of the window function when necessary:
Using the smoothed continuity equation (5.9), we can substitute forρ +Ṗ , which gives:
Adding Eq.(C.3-C.8) gives:
Keeping only the leading terms linear in the matter and velocity perturbations, we get:
s Λ (C.10)
